CXT CRANE

LIFT, EVERY DAY.
RAISE YOUR LIFTING TO A NEW LEVEL

The Konecranes CXT is ideal for various industrial settings. This strong, long-lasting and multi-purpose crane is the industry leader in medium-heavy lifting indoor cranes. Over 10,000 CXT hoists are sold around the world every year, a number that proves its reliability, efficiency, and value.

WIDE PORTFOLIO
With specially-tailored girder designs and trolley configurations, the strong and reliable CXT can fit into all kinds of buildings and lift almost any kind of load, up to 80 tons.

TESTED THROUGHOUT THE PROCESSES
The goal of factory acceptance test (FAT) and site acceptance test (SAT) is to ensure your CXT works as it should and is as safe as it can be in use.

VAST VARIETY OF FEATURES
Whatever you want this crane to do, it has features that help you to do it faster, safer, and more reliably.

ROBUST DESIGN
The CXT crane maximizes the use of space around it, so it adjusts to you, and you don’t have to adjust to it. It is also very long-lasting, so you have to replace the crane less frequently.

COMPONENTS DEVELOPED AND MADE IN-HOUSE
All the core components are designed and manufactured by us, so you know that every crane component is fully compatible and your equipment is reliable.

EXTENSIVE MAINTENANCE SERVICES
Preventive maintenance is essential to the health of your equipment. And TRUCONNECT gives you the benefits of the Industrial Internet by connecting data, machines and people.
EFFICIENT AND RELIABLE LIFTING

CXT crane has lifting capacity up to 80 tons. With various girder designs and trolley configurations it adapts to your specific lifting needs.

- Operates close to walls
- Maximizes lifting height
- Maximizes floor coverage

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

Optimize your lifting and maintenance processes with industrial internet and one of the most advanced crane technology on the market today.

LIFT SAFELY AND PRODUCTIVELY

19 intelligent Smart Features are designed to improve safety and reduce load cycle times by giving you total control over material handling in your production process.

TRUCONNECT REMOTE SERVICE

TRUCONNECT® Remote Service connects data, machines and people to help businesses address potential maintenance and performance issues before these issues become critical and threaten employee safety, productivity and revenue.

EXPLORE MORE ABOUT TRUCONNECT AND SEE SMART FEATURES IN ACTION

bit.ly/lift-smart
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